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Abstract
We introduce notions of suspension and flow equivalence on one-sided topological
Markov shifts, which we call one-sided suspension and one-sided flow equivalence,
respectively. We prove that one-sided flow equivalence is equivalent to continuous
orbit equivalence on one-sided topological Markov shifts. We also show that the zeta
function of the flow on a one-sided suspension is a dynamical zeta function with some
potential function and that the set of certain dynamical zeta functions is invariant
under one-sided flow equivalence of topological Markov shifts.
2010Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 37B10; Secondary 37C30.
1 Introduction
Flow equivalence relation on two-sided topological Markov shifts is one of most impo-
ratnt and interesting equivalence relations on symbolic dynamical systems. It has a close
relationship to classifications of not only continuous time dynamical systems but also
associated C∗-algebras. For an irreducible square matrix A = [A(i, j)]Ni,j=1 with its en-
tries in {0, 1}, the two-sided topological Markov shifts (X¯A, σ¯A) is defined as a compact
Hausdorff space X¯A consistes of bi-infinite sequences (x¯n)n∈Z of x¯n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} such
that A(x¯n, x¯n+1) = 1, n ∈ Z with shift homeomorphism σ¯A defined by σ¯A((x¯n)n∈Z) =
(x¯n+1)n∈Z. For a positive continuous function g on X¯A, let us denote by S¯
g
A the compact
Hausdorff space obtained from
{(x¯, r) ∈ X¯A × R | x¯ ∈ X¯A, 0 ≤ r ≤ g(x¯)}
by identifying (x¯, g(x¯)) with (σ¯A(x¯), 0) for each x¯ ∈ X¯A. Let φ¯A,t, t ∈ R be the flow on
S¯gA defined by φ¯A,t([(x¯, r)]) = [(x¯, r+ t)] for [(x¯, r)] ∈ S¯
g
A. The dynamical system (S¯
g
A, φ¯A)
is called the suspension of (X¯A, σ¯A) by ceiling function g. Two-sided topological Markov
shifts (X¯A, σ¯A) and (X¯B , σ¯B) are said to be flow equivalent if there exists a positive
continuous function g on X¯A such that (S¯
g
A, φ¯A) is topologically conjugate to (S¯
1
B , φ¯B).
It is well-known that (X¯A, σ¯A) and (X¯B , σ¯B) are flow equivalent if and only if Z
N/(id −
A)ZN is isomorphic to ZM/(id−B)ZM as abelian groups and det(id−A) = det(id−B),
where N,M are the sizes of the matrices A,B, respectively ([3], [5], [13]). Let us denote
by K the C∗-algebra of compact operators on the separable infinite dimensional Hilbert
space ℓ2(N) and C its maximal abelian C∗-subalgebra consisting of diagonal elements on
1
ℓ2(N). Let us denote by OA the Cuntz–Krieger algebra and by DA its canonical maximal
abelian C∗-subalgebra. Since the group ZN/(id − A)ZN is a complete invariant of the
isomorphism class of the tensor product C∗-algebra OA⊗K ([17]), the C
∗-algebra OA⊗K
with det(id − A) is a complete invariant for flow equivalence of the two-sided topological
Markov shift (X¯A, σ¯A). It has been recently shown in [9] that the isomorphism class of
the pair (OA ⊗K,DA ⊗ C) is a complete invariant for flow equivalence class of (X¯A, σ¯A).
One-sided topological Markov shifts (XA, σA) are also important and interesting class
of dynamical systems. The space XA is defined as a compact Hausdorff space consisting
of right infinite sequences (xn)n∈N of xn ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} such that A(xn, xn+1) = 1, n ∈
N with continuous map σA defined by σA((xn)n∈N) = (xn+1)n∈N. In [8], the author
has introduced a notion of continuous orbit equivalence between one-sided topological
Markov shifts. One-sided topological Markov shifts (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are said to
be continuously orbit equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism h : XA → XB and
continuous functions k1, l1 : XA → Z+ and k2, l2 : XB → Z+ such that
σ
k1(x)
B (h(σA(x))) = σ
l1(x)
B (h(x)) for x ∈ XA, (1.1)
σ
k2(y)
A (h
−1(σB(y))) = σ
l2(y)
A (h
−1(y)) for y ∈ XB . (1.2)
In [9], it has been proved that the isomorphism class of OA with det(id − A) is a com-
plete invariant for continuous orbit equivalence of the one-sided topological Markov shift
(XA, σA). We have already known in [8] that the isomorphism class of the pair (OA,DA)
is a complete invariant for continuous orbit equivalence of (XA, σA). Hence we may re-
gard continuous orbit equivalence of one-sided topological Markov shifts as a one-sided
counterpart of flow equivalence of two-sided topological Markov shifts.
In this paper, we will introduce a notion of flow equivalence on one-sided topological
Markov shifts (XA, σA). We will first introduce a one-sided suspension S
l,k
A,b with a flow
φA associated to three real valued continuous functions l, k, b ∈ C(XA,R) on XA for a
one-sided topological Markov shift (XA, σA). The space S
l,k
A,b is determined by a base map
b : XA → R and a ceiling function l : XA → R+ by identifying (x, r) with (σA(x), r−(l−k))
for r ≥ l(x). By using the one-sided suspension, we will define one-sided flow equivalence
on one-sided topological Markov shifts in Definition 3.1. As a main result of the paper,
we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 3.4). One-sided topological Markov shifts (XA, σA) and (XB , σB)
are one-sided flow equivalent if and only if they are continuously orbit equivalent.
By using [10, Theorem 3.6], we see the following characterization of one-sided flow
equivalence which is a corollary of the above theorem.
Corollary 1.2 (Corollary 3.5). One-sided topological Markov shifts (XA, σA) and (XB , σB)
are one-sided flow equivalent if and only if there exists an isomorphism Φ : ZN/(id −
A)ZN → ZM/(id − B)ZM of abelian groups such that Φ([uA]) = [uB ] and det(id −
A) = det(id − B), where [uA] (resp. [uB ]) is the class of the vector uA = [1, . . . , 1] in
Z
N/(id −A)ZN (resp. uB = [1, . . . , 1] in Z
M/(id−B)ZM ).
The zeta function ζφ(s) of a flow φt : S → S on a compact metric space S with at
most countably many closed orbits is defined by
ζφ(s) =
∏
τ∈Porb(S,φ)
(1− e−sℓ(τ))−1 (see [12], [18], [20], etc.) (1.3)
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where Porb(S, φ) denotes the set of primitive periodic orbits of the flow φt : S → S and
ℓ(τ) is the primitive length of the closed orbit defined by ℓ(τ) = min{t ∈ R+ | φt(u) = u}
for any point u ∈ τ . For a one-sided suspension Sl,kA,b of (XA, σA), there exists a bijective
correspondence between primitive periodic orbits τ ∈ Porb(S
l,k
A,b, φA) and periodic orbits
γτ ∈ Porb(XA) of (XA, σA) such that the length ℓ(τ) of the orbit τ is
∑p−1
i=0 c(σ
i
A(x)) for
c = l − k and γτ = {x, σA(x), . . . , σ
p−1
A (x)}. Thefore we have
Proposition 1.3 (Proposition 4.2). The zeta function ζφA(s) of the flow φA of the one-
sided suspension Sl,kA,b of (XA, σA) is given by the dynamical zeta function ζA,c(s) with
potential function c = l − k such that
ζA,c(s) = exp{
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∑
x∈Pern(XA)
exp(−s
n−1∑
i=0
c(σiA(x)))}. (1.4)
In [2], Boyle–Handelman have studied a relationship between flow equivalence of two-
sided topological Markov shifts and dynamical zeta functions on them, so that they have
proved that the set of zeta functions of homeomorphisms flow equivalent to the two-sided
topological Markov shift (X¯A, σ¯A) is a complete invariant for flow equivalence class of
(X¯A, σ¯A). If (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are continuously orbit equivalent via a homeomor-
phism h : XA → XB with continuous functions k1, l1 : XA → Z+ and k2, l2 : XB → Z+
satisfying (1.1) and (1.2), we may define homomorphisms Ψh : C(XB,Z)→ C(XA,Z) by
Ψh(f)(x) =
l1(x)−1∑
i=0
f(σiB(h(x))) −
k1(x)−1∑
j=0
f(σjB(h(σA(x)))) (1.5)
for f ∈ C(XB ,Z), x ∈ XA and similarly Ψh−1 : C(XA,Z) → C(XB ,Z) for h
−1 : XB →
XA. In [10], it has been proved that Ψh : C(XB ,Z)→ C(XA,Z) induces an isomorphism
of their ordered cohomology groups (HB ,HB+ ) and (H
A,HA+). If (XA, σA) and (XB , σB)
are one-sided flow equivalent, they are continuously orbit equivalent, so that we may define
the map Ψh : C(XB ,Z)→ C(XA,Z) as above. Inspired by [2], we will show the following.
Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 4.6). Suppose that (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are one-sided flow
equivalent via a homeomorphism h : XA → XB. Then for f ∈ C(XB,Z), g ∈ C(XA,Z)
such that the classes [f ], [g] are order units of the ordered cohomology groups (HB ,HB+ ), (H
A,HA+),
respectively. Then we have
ζA,Ψh(f)(s) = ζB,f (s), ζB,Ψh−1 (g)(s) = ζA,g(s).
This theorem shows that the set Z(XA, σA) of dynamical zeta functions of (XA, σA)
whose potential functions are order units in the ordered cohomology group (HA,HA+) is
invariant under one-sided flow equivalence.
Throughout the paper, we denote by R+, by Z+ and by N the set of nonnegative real
numbers, the set of nonnegative integers and the set of positive integers, respectively.
3
2 One-sided suspensions
In what follows, we assume that A = [A(i, j)]Ni,j=1 is an N×N matrix with entries in {0, 1}
and 1 < N ∈ N. We further assume that A is irreducible and not any permutation matrix.
This assumption is equivalent to the condition (I) in the sense of [4] so that the space XA is
homeomorphic to a Cantor discontinuum. We denote by C(XA,R) (resp. C(XA,R+)) the
set of real (resp. nonnegative real) valued continuous functions on XA. The set C(XA,Z)
of integer valued continuous functions on XA has a natural structure of abelian group by
pointwise sums. Let us denote by HA the quotient group of the abelian group C(XA,Z)
by the subgroup {g− g ◦σA | g ∈ C(XA,Z)}. The positive cone H
A
+ consists of the classes
[f ] ∈ HA of nonnegative integer valued continuous functions f ∈ C(XA,Z+). The ordered
group (HA,HA+) is called the ordered cohomology group for (XA, σA) (cf. [2], [9], [16]).
For f ∈ C(XA,Z) and m ∈ N, we set
fm(x) =
m−1∑
i=0
f(σiA(x)), x ∈ XA.
An element [f ] in HA+ is called an order unit if for any [g] ∈ H
A, there exists n ∈ N such
that n[f ] − [g] ∈ HA+ . We see that [f ] ∈ H
A
+ is an order unit if and only if there exists
m ∈ N such that fm is strictly positive ([2, 1,7]).
In this section, we will first define a one-sided suspension for a one-sided topological
Markov shift. The triplet (l, k, b) for real valued continuous functions l, k ∈ C(XA,R+)
and b ∈ C(XA,R) are said to be suspension triplet for (XA, σA) if they satisfy the following
two conditons:
(1) The difference c = l− k belongs to C(XA,Z) and the class [c] ∈ H
A
+ is an order unit
of (HA,HA+).
(2) The differences l − b, k − b ◦ σA belong to C(XA,Z+).
The triplet (1, 0, 0) is called the standard suspension triplet.
We fix a suspension triplet (l, k, b) for (XA, σA) for a while. We set X
R
A,b = {(x, r) ∈
XA×R | r ≥ b(x)} and define an equivalence relation ∼
l,k
in XRA,b generated by the relations
(x, r) ∼
l,k
(σA(x), r − c(x)) for r ≥ l(x). (2.1)
We note that the condition r ≥ l(x) implies (x, r) ∈ XRA,b and r− c(x) = r− l(x)+ k(x) ≥
k(x) ≥ b(σA(x)) so that (σA(x), r − c(x)) ∈ X
R
A,b. If there exists n ∈ Z+ such that
r ≥ cm(x) + l(σmA (x)) for all m ∈ Z+ with 0 ≤ m < n, then
(x, r) ∼
l,k
(σA(x), r − c(x)) ∼
l,k
· · · ∼
l,k
(σnA(x), r − c
n(x)).
Hence we have
Lemma 2.1. For (x, r), (x′, r′) ∈ XRA,b, we have (x, r) ∼
l,k
(x′, r′) if and only if there exist
n, n′ ∈ Z+ such that
σnA(x) = σ
n′
A (x
′), r − cn(x) = r′ − cn
′
(x′) and
r − cm(x) ≥ l(σmA (x)), r − c
m′(x′) ≥ l(σm
′
A (x
′)) for 0 ≤ m < n, 0 ≤ m′ < n′.
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Proof. It suffices to prove the only if part. For (x, r) ∈ XRA,b with r ≥ l(x), we write a
directed edge from (x, r) to (σA(x), r−c(x)). We then have a directed graph with vertex set
XRA,b. Suppose (x, r) ∼
l,k
(x′, r′). There exists a finite sequence (xi, ri) ∈ X
R
A,b, i = 0, 1, . . . , L
such that (x0, r0) = (x, r) and (xL, rL) = (x
′, r′), and there exists a directed edge from
(xi−1, ri−1) to (xi, ri) or from (xi, ri) to (xi−1, ri−1) for each i = 1, 2, . . . , L. Since each
vertex (xi, ri) emits at most one directed edge, we may find n with 0 ≤ n ≤ L such that
there exist directed edges from (xi−1, ri−1) to (xi, ri) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and from (xi, ri)
to (xi−1, ri−1) for i = n + 1, . . . , L. By putting n
′ = L − n, we see that n and n′ satisfy
the desired conditions for (x, r) and (x′, r′).
Define a topological space
Sl,kA,b = X
R
A,b/ ∼
l,k
(2.2)
as the quotient topological space of XRA,b by the equivalence relation ∼
l,k
. We denote by
[x, r] the class of (x, r) ∈ XRA,b in the quotient space S
l,k
A,b. We will show that S
l,k
A,b is a
compact Hausdorff space. We note the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For any m ∈ N, there exists nm ∈ N such that c
nm(x) ≥ m for all x ∈ XA.
Proof. Since [c] ∈ HA+ is an order unit, one may take p ∈ N such that c
p is a strictly
positive function so that cp(x) ≥ 1 for all x ∈ XA. By the identity c
mp(x) = c(m−1)p(x) +
cp(σ
(m−1)p
A (x)) for m ∈ N, x ∈ XA, one obtains that c
mp(x) ≥ m for all x ∈ XA. By
putting nm = mp, we see the desired assertion.
We set
ΩlA,b = {(x, r) ∈ X
R
A,b | b(x) ≤ r ≤ l(x)},
Ωl◦A,b = {(x, r) ∈ X
R
A,b | b(x) ≤ r < l(x)}.
Lemma 2.3. For (x, r) ∈ XRA,b with r ≥ l(x), there exists (z, s) ∈ Ω
l◦
A,b such that (x, r) ∼
l,k
(z, s).
Proof. For (x, r) ∈ XRA,b with r ≥ l(x), by Lemma 2.2 one may take a minimum number
n ∈ Z+ satisfying r < c
n+1(x) + k(σnA(x)), so that we have
cm(x) + k(σm−1A (x)) ≤ r < c
n+1(x) + k(σnA(x)) for all m ≤ n.
In particular, we have
cn(x) + k(σn−1A (x)) ≤ r < c
n+1(x) + k(σnA(x)).
As cn+1(x) = cn(x) + l(σnA(x))− k(σ
n
A(x)) and b(σ
n
A(x)) ≤ k(σ
n−1
A (x)), we get
b(σnA(x)) ≤ r − c
n(x) < l(σnA(x)).
Since r − cm(x) ≥ l(σmA (x)) for all m ∈ Z+ with m < n, we see that
(x, r) ∼
l,k
(σmA (x), r − c
m(x)) for all m ∈ Z+ with m ≤ n.
By putting z = σnA(x), s = r − c
n(x), we have (x, r) ∼
l,k
(z, s) and (z, s) ∈ Ωl◦A,b.
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Proposition 2.4. Sl,kA,b is a compact Hausdorff space.
Proof. We may restrict the equivalence relation ∼
l,k
to ΩlA,b. Let qΩ : Ω
l
A,b → Ω
l
A,b/ ∼
l,k
and
qX : X
R
A,b → S
l,k
A,b be the quotient maps, which are continuous. Since Ω
l
A,b is compact,
so is ΩlA,b/ ∼
l,k
. By Lemma 2.3, an element of ΩlA,b/ ∼
l,k
is represented by Ωl◦A,b/ ∼
l,k
. This
implies that ΩlA,b/ ∼
l,k
is Hausdorff, because Ωl◦A,b is a fundamental domain of the quotient
space ΩlA,b/ ∼
l,k
. For (x, r) ∈ XRA,b, take a minimum number n ∈ Z+ such that r <
cn+1(x) + k(σnA(x)), and define a continuous map ϕ : X
R
A,b → Ω
l
A,b by setting ϕ((x, r)) =
(σnA(x), r− c
n(x)). By the proof of Lemma 2.3, it induces a map ϕ˜ : Sl,kA,b → Ω
l
A,b/ ∼
l,k
. We
will see that ϕ˜ is a homeomorphism, so that Sl,kA,b is a compact Hausdorff space. As the
inclusion map ι : (x, r) ∈ ΩlA,b → (x, r) ∈ X
R
A,b induces a map
ι˜ : [x, r] ∈ ΩlA,b/ ∼
l,k
→ [x, r] ∈ Sl,kA,b
which satisfies ϕ˜◦ι˜ = id, ι˜◦ϕ˜ = id, the map ϕ˜ is bijective. We have commutative diagrams:
XRA,b
ϕ
−−−−→ ΩlA,b
qX
y yqΩ
Sl,kA,b
ϕ˜
−−−−→ ΩlA,b/ ∼
l,k
,
XRA,b
ι
←−−−− ΩlA,b
qX
y yqΩ
Sl,kA,b
ι˜
←−−−− ΩlA,b/ ∼
l,k
Since both the maps ϕ : XRA,b → Ω
l
A,b and ι : Ω
l
A,b → X
R
A,b are continuous, the com-
mutativity of the diagrams imply the continuity of the maps ϕ˜ : Sl,kA,b → Ω
l
A,b/ ∼
l,k
and
ι˜ : ΩlA,b/ ∼
l,k
→ Sl,kA,b. Hence ϕ˜ : S
l,k
A,b → Ω
l
A,b/ ∼
l,k
is a homeomorphism.
We will define the flow φA,t, t ∈ R+ on S
l,k
A,b by φA,t([x, r]) = [x, r + t] for t ∈ R+. As
in the discussions above, for (x, r) ∈ XRA,b and t ∈ R+, there exists n ∈ Z+ such that
b(σnA(x)) ≤ t+ r − c
n(x) < l(σnA(x))
and
φA,t([x, r]) = [σ
n
A(x), t+ r − c
n(x)].
Hence the flow φA,t([x, r]), t ∈ R+ are defined in S
l,k
A,b. We call the flow space (S
l,k
A,b, φA) the
(l, k, b)-suspension of one-sided topological Markov shift (XA, σA). It is simply called the
one-sided suspension of (XA, σA). The map bA : XA → S
l,k
A,b defined by bA(x) = [x, b(x)]
is called the base map. The base map for b ≡ 0 is written sA(x) = [x, 0] and called the
standard base map. If all the functions l, k, b are valued in integers, (l, k, b)-suspension
is called (l, k, b)-discrete suspension. For l ≡ 1, k ≡ 0, b ≡ 0, the (1, 0, 0)-suspension
(S1,0A,0, φA) is called the standard one-sided suspension. The (l, k, 0)-suspension space S
l,k
A,0
and the (l, 0, 0)-suspension space Sl,0A,0 are denoted by S
l,k
A and S
l
A, respectively. Hence the
standard one-sided suspension (S1,0A,0, φA) is denoted by (S
1
A, φA).
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Lemma 2.5. The standard base map sA : XA → S
1
A for the standard suspension is an
injective homeomorphism.
Proof. It suffices to show the injectivity of the map sA. Suppose that sA(x) = sA(z) in
S1A for some x, z ∈ XA. There exists a finite sequence (xi, ri) ∈ X
R
A,0 such that
(x, 0) ∼
1,0
(x1, r1) ∼
1,0
· · · ∼
1,0
(xn, rn) ∼
1,0
(z, 0)
where ri ∈ Z+, i = 1, . . . , n. If ri = ri+1, we may take xi = xi+1. Let K = Max{ri | i =
1, . . . , n}. Take iK ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that riK = K. It then follows that σ
K
A (xiK ) = x and
σKA (xiK ) = z, so that x = z.
Lemma 2.6. For a suspension triplet (l, k, b) for (XA, σA), put c = l−k. If c
′ ∈ C(XA,Z)
satisfies [c] = [c′] in HA, there exists a suspension triplet (l′, k′, b′) for (XA, σA) such that
c′ = l′ − k′ and there exists a homeomorphism Φ : Sl,kA,b → S
l′,k′
A,b′ satisfying
Φ ◦ b = b′, Φ ◦ φA,t = φA,t ◦Φ for t ∈ R+. (2.3)
Hence (Sl,kA,b, φA) and (S
l′,k′
A,b′ , φA) are topologically conjugate compartible to their base maps.
Proof. Since [c] = [c′] in HA, there exists d ∈ C(XA,Z) such that c− c
′ = d ◦ σA − d. We
may assume that d(x) ∈ Z+ for all x ∈ XA. Define
l′(x) = l(x) + d(x), k′(x) = k(x) + d(σA(x)), b
′(x) = b(x) + d(x), x ∈ XA.
It is easy to see that c′ = l′ − k′ and (l′, k′, b′) is a suspension triplet for (XA, σA). Define
Φ : XRA,b → X
R
A,b′ by Φ((x, r)) = (x, r + d(x)). We know that (x, r) ∈ X
R
A,b if and only
if (x, r + d(x)) ∈ XRA,b′ . Since Φ((σA(x), r − c(x))) = (σA(x), r − c(x) + d(σA(x))) =
(σA(x), r + d(x) − c
′(x)), we have Φ((x, r)) ∼
l′,k′
Φ((σA(x), r − c(x))) for r ≥ l
′(x). It is
easy to see that Φ extends to a homeomorphism Sl,kA,b → S
l′,k′
A,b′ which is still denoted by Φ
satisfying the equalities (2.3).
3 One-sided flow equivalence
We will define one-sided flow equivalence on one-sided topological Markov shifts.
Definition 3.1. (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are said to be one-sided flow equivalent if there
exist suspension triplets (l1, k1, b1) for (XA, σA) and (l2, k2, b2) for (XB , σB), a homeomor-
phism h : XA → XB , and continuous maps Φ1 : S
l1,k1
A,b1
→ S1B , Φ2 : S
l2,k2
B,b2
→ S1A such
that
Φ1 ◦ φA,t = φB,t ◦ Φ1 for t ∈ R+, Φ1 ◦ b1,A=sB ◦ h, (3.1)
Φ2 ◦ φB,t = φA,t ◦ Φ2 for t ∈ R+, Φ2 ◦ b2,B=sA ◦ h
−1, (3.2)
where b1,A : XA → S
l1,k1
A,b1
and b2,B : XB → S
l2,k2
B,b2
are the base maps defined by b1,A(x) =
[x, b1(x)] for x ∈ XA and b2,B(y) = [y, b2(y)] for y ∈ XB , respectively.
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In this case, we say that (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are one-sided flow equivalent via a
homeomorphism h : XA → XB . If there exists a homeomorphism h : XA → XA satisfying
(3.1) (resp. (3.2)), we say that (XB , σB) (resp. (XA, σA)) is a cross section of the one-sided
suspension Sl1,k1A,b1 through b1,A ◦ h
−1 (resp. Sl2,k2B,b2 through b2,B ◦ h).
Proposition 3.2. If (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are continuously orbit equivalent, then they
are one-sided flow equivalent.
Proof. Let h : XA → XB be a homeomorphism which gives rise to a continuous orbit
equivalence between (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) with continuous functions k1, l1 : XA → Z+
and k2, l2 : XB → Z+ satisfying (1.1) and (1.2), respectively. Put c1(x) = l1(x)−k1(x), x ∈
XA and c2(y) = l2(y) − k2(y), y ∈ XB . We set b1 ≡ 0, b2 ≡ 0. By [10, Theorem 5.11],
the map Ψh : C(XB ,Z) → C(XA,Z) defined by (1.5) induces an isomorphism of ordered
groups between (HB ,HB+ ) and (H
A,HA+), so that the elements Ψh(1) = c1 and similarly
Ψh−1(1) = c2 give rise to an order unit of (H
A,HA+) and of (H
B ,HB+ ), respectively. Then
(l1, k1, b1) is a suspension triplet for (XA, σA) and (l2, k2, b2) is a suspension triplet for
(XB , σB). Define Φ1 : X
R
A,0 → X
R
B,0 by Φ1((x, r)) = (h(x), r) for x ∈ XA, r ≥ 0. As S
1
B is
the standard suspension, we have for (x, r) ∈ XRA,0 with r ≥ l1(x)
(h(x), r) ∼
1,0
(σ
l1(x)
B (h(x)), r − l1(x))
and
(h(σA(x)), r − c1(x)) ∼
1,0
(σ
k1(x)
B (h(σA(x))), r − c1(x)− k1(x)).
Since σ
l1(x)
B (h(x)) = σ
k1(x)
B (h(σA(x))) and r − l1(x) = r − c1(x)− k1(x), we have
(h(x), r) ∼
1,0
(h(σA(x)), r − c1(x)) in S
1
B
so that the map Φ1 : X
R
A,0 → X
R
B,0 induces a continuous map S
l1,k1
A → S
1
B which is still
denoted by Φ1. It is clear to see that the equalities Φ1 ◦ φA,t = φB,t ◦ Φ1 for t ∈ R+ and
Φ1 ◦ b1,A = sB ◦ h hold. We similarly have a continuous map Φ2 : S
l2,k2
B → S
1
A defined
by Φ2([y, s]) = [h
−1(y), s] satisfying the equalities Φ2 ◦ φB,t = φA,t ◦ Φ2 for t ∈ R+ and
Φ2◦b2,B = sA◦h
−1 to prove that (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are one-sided flow equivalent.
Conversely we have
Proposition 3.3. If (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are one-sided flow equivalent, then they are
continuously orbit equivalent.
Proof. Suppose that (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are one-sided flow equivalent. Take suspen-
sion triplets (l1, k1, b1) for (XA, σA) and (l2, k2, b2) for (XB , σB), a homeomorphism h :
XA → XB , and continuous maps Φ1 : S
l1,k1
A,b1
→ S1B , Φ2 : S
l2,k2
B,b2
→ S1A satisfying the equali-
ties (3.1) and (3.2). For (x, r) ∈ XRA,b1 with r ≥ l1(x), we have [x, r] = [σA(x), r − c1(x)]
in Sl1,k1A,b1 . It follows that
[x, l1(x)] = [x, (l1(x)− b1(x)) + b1(x)],
[σA(x), l1(x)− c1(x)] = [σA(x), (k1(x)− b1(σA(x))) + b1(σA(x))].
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As l1(x)− b1(x) ≥ 0 and k1(x)− b1(σA(x)) ≥ 0, we have
[x, l1(x)] = φA,l1(x)−b1(x)([x, b1(x)]) = φA,l1(x)−b1(x)(b1,A(x)),
[σA(x), l1(x)− c1(x)] = φA,k1(x)−b1(σA(x))([σA(x), b1(σA(x))])
= φA,k1(x)−b1(σA(x))(b1,A(σA(x))).
Hence we have φA,l1(x)−b1(x)(b1,A(x)) = φA,k1(x)−b1(σA(x))(b1,A(σA(x))) so that
Φ1(φA,l1(x)−b1(x)(b1,A(x))) = Φ1(φA,k1(x)−b1(σA(x))(b1,A(σA(x)))).
By (3.1) and (3.2), we have
φB,l1(x)−b1(x)(sB(h(x))) = φB,k1(x)−b1(σA(x))(sB(h(σA(x)))).
It follows that
[h(x), l1(x)− b1(x)] = [h(σA(x)), k1(x)− b1(σA(x))] in S
1
B .
Put l′1(x) = l1(x)− b1(x) and k
′
1(x) = k1(x)− b1(σA(x)). They are valued in nonnegative
integers. Since
[h(x), l1(x)− b1(x)] = [σ
l′
1
(x)
B (h(x)), 0] = sB(σ
l′
1
(x)
B (h(x))),
[h(σA(x)), k1(x)− b1(σA(x))] = [σ
k′
1
(x)
B (h(σA(x))), 0] = sB(σ
k′
1
(x)
B (h(σA(x)))),
and the standard base map sB : XB → S
1
B is injective, we have σ
l′
1
(x)
B (h(x)) = σ
k′
1
(x)
B (h(σA(x)))
for x ∈ XA. We similarly have continuous maps l
′
2, k
′
2 ∈ C(XB ,Z+) such that σ
l′
2
(y)
A (h
−1(y)) =
σ
k′
2
(y)
A (h
−1(σB(y))) for y ∈ XB . Consequently (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are continuously or-
bit equivalent.
Therefore we may conclude the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. One-sided topological Markov shifts (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are one-sided
flow equivalent if and only if they are continuously orbit equivalent.
It is well-known that two-sided topological Markov shifts (X¯A, σ¯A) and (X¯B , σ¯B) are
flow equivalent if and only if ZN/(id−A)ZN is isomorphic to ZM/(id−B)ZM as abelian
groups and det(id −A) = det(id − B), where N,M are the sizes of the matrices A,B re-
spectively ([3], [5], [13]). By using [10, Theorem 3.6], we see the following characterization
of one-sided flow equivalence which is a corollary of the above theorem.
Corollary 3.5. One-sided topological Markov shifts (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are one-sided
flow equivalent if and only if there exists an isomorphism Φ : ZN/(id−A)ZN → ZM/(id−
B)ZM of abelian groups such that Φ([uA]) = [uB ] and det(id − A) = det(id − B), where
[uA] (resp. [uB ]) is the class of the vector uA = [1, . . . , 1] in Z
N/(id − A)ZN (resp.
uB = [1, . . . , 1] in Z
M/(id −B)ZM).
We note that the statement of the following proposition is more general than that of
Proposition 3.2.
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Proposition 3.6. Suppose that (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are continuously orbit equivalent
via a homeomorphism h : XA → XB. For f ∈ C(XB ,Z+) and g ∈ C(XA,Z+) such
that [f ] ∈ HB+ and [g] ∈ H
A
+ are order units of (H
B ,HB+ ) and of (H
A,HA+) respectively,
there exist lf , kf ∈ C(XA,Z+) and lg, kg ∈ C(XB ,Z+) such that (lf , kf , 0) and (lg, kg, 0)
are suspension triplets for (XA, σA) and for (XB , σB) respectively and continuous maps
Φf : S
lf ,kf
A → S
f
B and Φg : S
lg ,kg
B → S
g
A such that
Φf ◦ φA,t = φB,t ◦Φf for t ∈ R+, Φf ◦ sA=sB ◦ h,
Φg ◦ φB,t = φA,t ◦ Φg for t ∈ R+, Φg ◦ sB=sA ◦ h
−1.
Proof. Put
lf (x) = f
l1(x)(h(x)), kf (x) = f
k1(x)(h(σA(x))), x ∈ XA
so that Ψh(f)(x) = lf (x) − kf (x). Since [f ] ∈ H
B
+ is an order unit and Ψh : H
B → HA
preserves the orders, the class [Ψh(f)] gives rise to an order unit of (H
A,HA+). As lf−kf =
Ψh(f), we see that (lf , kf , 0) is a suspension triplet for (XA, σA) so that we may consider
the one-sided suspensions (S
lf ,kf
A , φA) and (S
f
B, φB). We define the map Φf : X
R
A,0 → X
R
B,0
by Φf ((x, r)) = (h(x), r). For r ≥ lf (x), we have
(h(x), r) ∼
f,0
(σB(h(x)), r − f(h(x))) ∼
f,0
· · · ∼
f,0
(σ
l1(x)
B (h(x)), r − f
l1(x)(h(x)))
and similarly
(h(σA(x)), r −Ψh(f)(x)) ∼
f,0
(σ
k1(x)
B (h(σA(x))), r −Ψh(f)(x)− f
k1(x)(h(σA(x)))).
As the equalities σ
l1(x)
B (h(x)) = σ
k1(x)
B (h(σA(x))) and f
l1(x)(h(x)) = Ψh(f)(x)+f
k1(x)(h(σA(x))
hold, we have
Φf ((x, r)) ∼
f,0
Φf ((σA(x), r −Ψh(f)(x)).
Hence Φf : X
R
A,0 → X
R
B,0 induces a continuous map S
lf ,kf
A → S
f
B which is still denoted by
Φf . It is easy to see that the map satisfies the desired properties. We similarly have a
desired map Φg : S
lg ,kg
B → S
g
A.
We give an example of one-sided flow equivalent topological Markov shifts. Let A =
[ 1 11 1 ] , B = [
1 1
1 0 ] . The one-sided topological Markov shift (XA, σA) is called the full 2-shift,
and the other one (XB , σB) is called the golden mean shift whose shift space XB consists
of sequences (yn)n∈N of 1, 2 such that the word (2, 2) is forbidden (cf. [7]). They are
continuously orbit equivalent as in [8, Section 5] through the homeomorphism h : XA −→
XB defined by substituting the word (2, 1) for the symbol 2 from the leftmost of a sequence
(xn)n∈N in order, so that they are one-sided flow equivalent. Put for i = 1, 2
UA,i = {(xn)n∈N ∈ XA | x1 = i}, UB,i = {(yn)n∈N ∈ XB | y1 = i}.
By setting{
k1(x) = 0, l1(x) = 1 for x ∈ UA,1,
k1(x) = 0, l1(x) = 2 for x ∈ UA,2,
{
k2(y) = 0, l2(y) = 1 for y ∈ UB,1,
k2(y) = 1, l2(y) = 1 for y ∈ UB,2,
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the continuous functions k1, l1 : XA → Z+ and k2, l2 : XB → Z+ satisfy (1.1) and (1.2),
respectively. By Proposition 3.2, the suspension flows (Sl1A , φA) and (S
1
B, φB), and similarly
(Sl2,k2B , φB) and (S
1
A, φA) give rise to flow equivalence between (XA, σA) and (XB , σB).
4 One-sided suspensions and zeta functions
The zeta function ζφ(s) of a flow φt : S → S on a compact metric space with at most
countably many closed orbits is defined by the formula (1.3). In the first half of this section,
we will show that the zeta function ζφA(s) of the flow φA of the one-sided suspension S
l,k
A,b of
(XA, σA) is given by the dynamical zeta function ζA,c(s) with potential function c = l− k.
We first provide a lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let (Sl,kA,b, φA) be a one-sided suspension of (XA, σA). Then there exists a
bijective correspondence between primitive periodic orbits τ ∈ Porb(S
l,k
A,b, φA) and periodic
orbits γτ ∈ Porb(XA) of (XA, σA) such that
ℓ(τ) = βγτ (c)
where ℓ(τ) is the primitive length of the periodic orbit τ defined by ℓ(τ) = min{t ∈ R+ |
φA,t(u) = u} for any point u ∈ τ and βγτ (c) =
∑p−1
i=0 c(σ
i
A(x)) for c = l − k and γτ =
{x, σA(x), . . . , σ
p−1
A (x)}.
Proof. For an arbitrary point (x, r) in a primitive periodic orbit τ ∈ Porb(S
l,k
A,b, φA), one
sees that (x, r) ∼
l,k
ΦA,ℓ(τ)(x, r). Since ΦA,ℓ(τ)(x, r) = (x, r + ℓ(τ)), there exists a number
p ∈ Z+ such that
ℓ(τ) = (l(x)− r)+ {l(σA(x))− k(x)}+ · · ·+ {l(σ
p−1
A (x))− k(σ
p−2
A (x))}+ {r− k(σ
p−1
A (x))}
and σpA(x) = x, so that ℓ(τ) =
∑p−1
i=0 c(σ
i
A(x)).
Conversely, for a periodic orbit γ = {x, σA(x), . . . , σ
p−1
A (x)} ∈ Porb(XA), we have
(x, r) ∼
l,k
ΦA,ℓ(τ)(x, r) for any r ∈ R with b(x) ≤ r ≤ l(x).
Let us denote by Pern(XA) the set {x ∈ XA | σ
n
A(x) = x} of n-periodic points. For a
Ho¨lder continuous function f on XA, the dynamical zeta function ζA,f (s) is defined by
ζA,f(s) = exp{
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∑
x∈Pern(XA)
exp(−s
n−1∑
k=0
f(σkA(x)))} (see [18], [20], [12], etc.) (4.1)
where the right hand side makes sense for a complex number s ∈ C with Re(s) > h for
some positive constant h > 0. The function ζA,f (s) is called the dynamical zeta function
on XA with potential function f . We may especially define the zeta function ζA,c(s) for
an integer valued continuous function c on XA whose class [c] in H
A is an order unit of
(HA,HA+). By a routine argument as in [12, p.100] with Lemma 4.1, we have
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Proposition 4.2. The zeta function (1.3) of the flow of the one-sided suspension (Sl,kA,b, φA)
of (XA, σA) is given by the dynamical zeta function ζA,c(s) with potential function c = l−k
such as
ζA,c(s) = exp{
∞∑
n=1
1
n
∑
x∈Pern(XA)
exp(−s
n−1∑
k=0
c(σkA(x)))}. (4.2)
Remark 4.3. The class [c] of the function c in HA is an order unit of the ordered
cohomology group (HA,HA+), so that there exists Nc ∈ N such that Nc[c] − 1 ∈ H
A
+ .
Hence Nc − 1 = f + g ◦ σA − g for some f ∈ C(XA,Z+) and g ∈ C(XA,Z). For a periodic
point x ∈ Pern(XA) with σ
n
A(x) = x, we have
n−1∑
i=0
{Ncc(σ
i
A(x))− 1(σ
i
A(x))} =
n−1∑
i=0
f(σiA(x)) ≥ 0
and hence
∑n−1
i=0 c(σ
i
A(x)) ≥
n
Nc
. The ordinary zeta function ζA(t) of (XA, σA) is written as
ζA(t) = exp{
∑
∞
n=1
1
n
|Pern(XA)|t
n} where |Pern(XA)| denotes the cardinarity of n-periodic
points Pern(XA), so that ζA(t) = ζA,1(s) for c = 1 where t = e
−s. As the function ζA(t) is
analytic in t ∈ C with |t| < 1
rA
, where rA is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix A, we
see that so is ζA,1(s) in s ∈ C with Re(s) > log rA. Similarly, for the function c = l − k,
we have
|
∑
x∈Pern(XA)
exp(−s
n−1∑
k=0
c(σkA(x)))| ≤
∑
x∈Pern(XA)
{exp(−Re(s))}
n
Nc
so that ζA,c(s) is analytic at least in s ∈ C with Re(s) > Nc log rA. We actually know that
ζA,c(s) is analytic in the half plane Re(s) > htop(S
l,k
A,b, φA) the topological entropy of the
flow of the suspension (Sl,kA,b, φA) as seen in [1, Theorem 2.7] (cf. [6], [15], [19]).
In the second half of this section, we will study some relationship between zeta func-
tions of one-sided flow equivalent topological Markov shifts. Suppose that (XA, σA) and
(XB , σB) are continuously orbit equivalent via a homeomorphism h : XA → XB with
continuous functions k1, l1 : XA → Z+ and k2, l2 : XB → Z+ satisfying (1.1) and (1.2),
respectively. The functions c1(x) = l1(x)−k1(x), x ∈ XA and c2(y) = l2(y)−k2(y), y ∈ XB
satisfy Ψh(1) = c1 and Ψh−1(1) = c2. In [10], it has been shown that the homeomorphism
h : XA → XB induces a bijective correspondence ξh : Porb(XA)→ Porb(XB) between their
periodic orbits such that the functions c1, c2 measure the difference of the length of periods
between γ ∈ Porb(XA) and ξh(γ) ∈ Porb(XB). As a result, the ordinary zeta functions
ζA(t), ζB(t) heve been proved to be written in terms of dynamical zeta functions in the
following way.
Proposition 4.4 ([10]). ζA(t) = ζB,c2(s) and ζB(t) = ζA,c1(s) for t = e
−s.
The above formulae imply the formulae
ζA,1(s) = ζB,c2(s), ζB,1(s) = ζA,c1(s). (4.3)
Assume that (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are one-sided flow equivalent via a homeomorphism
h : XA → XB . They are continuously orbit equivalent, so that the maps Ψh : C(XB ,Z)→
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C(XA,Z) and Ψh−1 : C(XA,Z) → C(XB ,Z) are defined by (1.5). They are independent
of the choice of the functions k1, l1 : XA → Z+ and k2, l2 : XB → Z+ satisfying (1.1) and
(1.2), respectively ([10, Lemma 4.2]). We provide a lemma.
Lemma 4.5. For m ∈ Z+ and f ∈ C(XB ,Z), g ∈ C(XA,Z), we have
(i) Ψh(f)
m(x) = f l
m
1
(x)(h(x)) − fk
m
1
(x)(h(σmA (x))) for x ∈ XA, so that
gm(x) = Ψh−1(g)
lm
1
(x)(h(x)) −Ψh−1(g)
km
1
(x)(h(σmA (x))).
(ii) Ψh−1(g)
m(y) = gl
m
2
(y)(h−1(y))− gk
m
2
(y)(h−1(σmB (y))) for y ∈ XB, so that
fm(y) = Ψh(f)
lm
2
(y)(h−1(y))−Ψh(f)
km
2
(y)(h−1(σmB (y))).
Proof. (i) As in [10, Lemma 4.3], the identity
m−1∑
i=0
{
l1(σiA(x))−1∑
i′=0
f(σi
′
B(h(σ
i
A(x)))) −
k1(σiA(x))−1∑
j′=0
f(σj
′
B(h(σ
i+1
A (x))))}
=
lm
1
(x)−1∑
i′=0
f(σi
′
B(h(x))) −
km
1
(x)−1∑
j′=0
f(σj
′
B(h(σ
m
A (x))))
holds so that we see
m−1∑
i=0
Ψh(f)(σ
i
A(x)) = f
lm
1
(x)(h(x)) − fk
m
1
(x)(h(σmA (x))).
As Ψh−1 = (Ψh)
−1([10, Proposition 4.5]), the desired identities hold. (ii) is similarly
shown.
We generalize Proposition 4.4 such as the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are one-sided flow equivalent via
a homeomorphism h : XA → XB. Then for f ∈ C(XB ,Z), g ∈ C(XA,Z) such that
the classes [f ], [g] are order units of the ordered cohomology groups (HB ,HB+ ), (H
A,HA+),
respectively. Then we have
ζA,g(s) = ζB,Ψ
h−1
(g)(s), ζB,f (s) = ζA,Ψh(f)(s).
Proof. We may assume that (XA, σA) and (XB , σB) are continuously orbit equivalent via
a homeomorphism h : XA → XB . For f ∈ C(XB ,Z) such that the class [f ] is an order
unit of (HA,HA+), we will prove the equality ζB,f (s) = ζA,Ψh(f)(s). A routine argument as
in [12, p. 100] shows
ζA,Ψh(f)(s) =
∏
γ∈Porb(XA)
(1− tβγ(Ψh(f)))−1 where t = e−s
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and βγ(Ψh(f)) =
∑p−1
i=0 Ψh(f)(σ
i
A(x)) for a periodic orbit γ = {x, σA(x), . . . , σA(
p−1(x)} ∈
Porb(XA). We see the following formula by Lemma 4.5,
p−1∑
i=0
Ψh(f)(σ
i
A(x)) = f
l
p
1
(x)(h(x)) − fk
p
1
(x)(h(σpA(x))), x ∈ XA.
As γ = {x, σA(x), . . . , σ
p−1
A (x)} ∈ Porb(XA) and σ
p
A(x) = x, we have
p−1∑
i=0
Ψh(f)(σ
i
A(x)) = f
l
p
1
(x)(h(x)) − fk
p
1
(x)(h(x)).
Since we may identify the periodic orbits Porb(XA) of the one-sided topological Markov
shift (XA, σA) with the periodic orbits Porb(X¯A) of the two-sided topological Markov shift
(X¯A, σ¯A), an argument in [10, Section 6] shows that there exists a bijective correspondence
ξh : Porb(XA) → Porb(XB). By [10, Lemma 6.5], we see that ξh(γ) has its period l
p
1(x) −
kp1(x) and hence ξh(γ) = {σ
i
B(h(x)) | k
p
1(x) ≤ i ≤ l
p
1(x)− 1} so that
l
p
1
(x)−1∑
i=kp
1
(x)
f(σiB(h(x))) = βξh(γ)(f).
We then have
βγ(Ψh(f)) =
p−1∑
i=0
Ψh(f)(σ
i
A(x)) =
l
p
1
(x)−1∑
i=0
f(σiB(h(x))) −
k
p
1
(x)−1∑
i=0
f(σiB(h(x)))
=
l
p
1
(x)−1∑
i=kp
1
(x)
f(σiB(h(x))) = βξh(γ)(f).
Since ξh : Porb(XA)→ Porb(XB) is bijective, one sees that
ζA,Ψh(f)(s) =
∏
η∈Porb(XB)
(1− tβη(f))−1 = ζB,f (s).
The other equality ζB,Ψh−1(g)(s) = ζA,g(s) is similarly shown.
Corollary 4.7. The set Z(XA, σA) of dynamical zeta functions of (XA, σA) whose po-
tential functions are order units of the ordered cohomology group (HA,HA+) is invariant
under one-sided flow equivalence.
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